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I.      MISCEI.I.ANEOUS

M              molecular  weight

Mw             Weight  average  molecular  weight

Mn            number  average  molecular  weight

Mv            viscosit,y  aver.age  molecular  weight

W.P.         whole  polymer  (unfractionated)

©              theta  solvent

X            polymer-solvent  interaction  constant

x               segment,  number

F`              fr'action  number  of  polystyrene

11.     VISCOSIT¥
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7\
7\
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Standard   (at  oO)
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Avogadro I s  nuhoer

Width  of  light  beam,  i.20  cm



AFi`,rliACT

Pot.vst,.vT'enp   can  be  precipit,abed   from  a  t,oluene  solution  by  t,he

atlt`it,ion  ol.  met,hanoi  as   Lhc   non-i3olvent,.     This   procediir'e   cxccut,a(i   st,ep

by  step  will  cause  t,he  polymer  t,o  precipitate  int,o  fr.actions  in  order

of`  decreasinf|  molecular  wci.ght.     Seven  fractions  were  obt,ained  in  t,he

above  manner  with   an   eighth  one  being  recovered  by  evaporation  of  the

solut,ion .

All  synthet,ic  polymer  samples  have  broad  dist,ributions  of  molecular

weight,so    The  number  average  molecular  weight,  Mn,   for  this  polyst,yrene

sample  was  96,000.    The  Mn  for  fract,ions  1-6  ranged  from  189,000  to

89,000.     The  lh  was  det,ermined  by  osmot,ic  pressure  measul.ement,s.     Light,

Scat,ter.ing  from  the  polymer  solut,ion  gave  the  weight  aver.age  molecular

weight,,  Mw\,  of  219,000  for  the  whole  polymer.     The  fractions  had  Mw    from

613,000  down  to  22,700.     The  rat,io  of  Mw/Mn  for  +,he  whole  polymer  was

2.28,  and  t,hat  of  t,he  first  six  fractions  ranged  from  3.24  t,o  1.29.

The  viscosity  average  molecular  weight,,  Mv,   for  t,he  whole  polymer.  was

found  t,o  be  201,000  and  those  of  the  fractions  ranged  from  447,000  to

14'100.

Analysis  of  the  dat,a  revealed  partial  I.everse  or.der  fractionat,ion

in  the  first  1.ract,ion.    There  was  also  some  diffusion  of  low  molecular

woiiilil   pot.ymor.   act.o:}s   t,he   mcmbrano   in  the   o.qmomet,ry  dotorTninat,ions   ol`

t,'l,,      I`,|',,,T`     !`'`.i(,I,i()n:,®

CHARTER   I

INTR0I)lJCTION

This  study  was  undertaken  t,o  charact,erize  a  sample  of  polystyrene

by  it,s  molecular  weight  distribution.    This  investigation  also  included

fr.actionat,ion  of  the  polystyrene  int,o  various  fr.actions  to  assess  its

molecular  weight  dist,r.ibution.

Of  t,he  many  different  techniques  pr.esently  available,  t,hree  methods

were  selected  because  of  their  ease  or  the  availability  of  equipment.

Light  Scatt,ering  measul.ements  were  used  to  obt,aim  weight  average

molecular  weight,s;   Osmometry  was  select,ed  to  obt,ain  number  average

molecular  weights;  Viscosity measurements  gave  viscosity  average

molecular  weight,s,  the  values  of which  fall  between  weight  average

and  number  average  molecular  weight.
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CHAPTER   11

IthIVIEW   OF   LITF.RATURE

I.      cHARACTERlsTlcs   OF  roLysTyRENE

Atactic  polyst,yrene  is  a  colorless,  t,I.anspar.ent  thermoplastic

polymer  resist,ant,  t,o  many  chemicals.    Yet,  it,  is  readily  soluble  in

aromat,ic  solvents  such  as  toluene  and  softens  above  100°  C.    It  is  a

common  polymer  wit,h  a  wide  variety  of  uses,  particularly  in  t,he  injection

molding  process.    It  is  composed  of  st,yrene  monomers  in  long,  unbranched

chains,  t,he  structure  of which  is  given  by  Figure  I    (13,21).

11.      FREE   RADICAL   FOENATION

The  at,actic  polyst,yrene  used  for  this  study was  prepared  by

polymer.ization  of  st,yr.ene.     In  t,his  polymerization  pr.ocess  t,he  reaction

was  catalyzed  by  means  of  benzoyl  peroxide  -  a  fl.ee  radical  initiator

(13,15).    The  mechanism  involves  the  following  steps.

1.      FREE   RADICAL   F'OENATION-BREAKDOEN   0F   BENZOYL  PEROXIDE
0000
11                                                   11                                                                                                                                                                                    11'                                                                                                                          11

C6H5-C-Oho-C-C6H5  +    2     C6H5-C-0.  +    C6H5-C-0.     +    C6H5.     +    C02

BENZOYL  PEROXIDE

2.      CHAIN   INITIATION
0
11

C6H5-C-0.

STYRENE

0H`

1'L
C6H5-C-0-CH2-C.

I

C6H5

ape
6-CH2-CH-CH26-CH26-CH2-CH-CH2S-cH2-cH-cH2_cH_

FIGURE  I

STRUCTURE  OF  ATACTIC   POLYSTYRENE   (13 )
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PROPAGATION   0F CHAIN+`tj3;QUENTIAL ADDITION OF  MONOMEE6   TO   THE   CHAIN

OH
llI

C6H5-C-O-CH2i.                +

C6H5

CHAIN  TERMINATION
OH

"I

C6H5-C-O-CH2-i -

C6H5

CH__C

xcH2-?H        -
C6H5

0H
lil

C6H5-C-O-CH2-?-

C6H5

CH2-q-

OHHHH

11                                                                  1                                                  I                                                   I                                                   I

c6H5_c_0_cH2_i_cH2tcH2_i ~rcH2-R

C6H5      C6H5      C6H5      C6H5

The  chain  termination  steps  can  occur  in  several  ways:

(a)    two  free-radical  chains  can unite  or

(b)    a  free-radical  chain  can unite  with  a  small  fl`ee-I.adical  such

as   C6H;     (15).

Ill.      THEORY  OF  SOLUBILITY

Polymers  when  dissolved  in  a  solvent,  will  have  int,el.act.ions  wit,h

the  solvent  as  Well  as  other  portions  of  the  polymer  molecule.    If  t,he

solvent  is  a  good  one,  then  the  solvent-pol37mer  attractive  forces  are

larger  than the  indra-polymer  or  intra-solvent  forces.    Also,  when  the

solvent  is  a  good  one,  the  polymer  molecule  expands  or  swells,  allowing
a

t,ho   sol.vent,  iiioleculL`s   close   associat,i.on  wit,h   al].   portions   o{.  t,hct   polymer.

The   polymer  t,t3nt_ls   t,o  be   st,ret,checl  out  in  a   rod.     In  the  Mar.k-Houwink

equat,ion  (see  Page  |o),  whi.ch  relat,es  int,rinsic  viscosity  t,o  molecular

weight,,  t,he  const,ant,  "a"  will  have  a  certain  value  depending  on  the

solvent,.     .Tn  gootl   solvent,s,   ''a"  is  above  0.5.     In  poor  solvents  the

int,r.a-polymer  and  intra-solvent  forces  are  gr.eat,er,  and  the  molecule

remains  in  a  tight,ly  coiletl  arrangement.    There  is,  in  most,  solvents,

a  constant,  interplay  between  the  osmot,ic  effect  of  the  solvent  t,I.ying

to  ext,end  the  polymer,  and  t,he  elastic  intra-polymer  forces  trying  to

return  it,  t,o  a  minimal  ener.gy  stat,e.    In  poor  solvents  t,he  value  of  ''a"

is  below  0.5  wit,h  the  extr.eme  being  zero.    The  polyTner  also  exhibit,a  a

t,ightly  coiled  spherical  condition  when  ''a"  is  zero.    A  t,het,a  solvent

is  one  in  which  t,he  polymer  is  allowed  to  achieve  a  perfect,ly  randomly

kinked  configuration  or  coil.    Ther.e  are  no  long  range    int,ra-polymer

att,factions:     only  shot.t  range    ones  bet,ween  neighbor.ing  gr.oups.    The

constant,  ''a"  in  a  6  solvent,  is  exactly  0.5     (4)(5)(13)(15)(19).

Iv.     MolEculAR  WEIGFT   I]ISTRIBurloN

Most  synthetic  macromolecules,  during  the  polymerization  process,

grow  to  varying  lengths  depending  on  the  experimental  conditions.    This

random  growth  leads  to  a  broad  distribution  of  molecular  weights.    Since

t,he  polymer  has  chains  of  many  different  molecular  weights,  t,hel`e  is  no

one,   single  method  of  defining  the  molecular  weight,  of  the  polymer.    The

thr'co  wt3ights  measuretl  in  t,his  investigat,ion  are  t,he  weight,  average,  Mh,

the  viscosity  aver.age,  Mv,  and  t,he  nurhoer  average,  Mn.     A  typical

distribut,ion  of  molecular  weights  is  given  in  Figure  11  (4)(19).
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M0IECUIAR  WEIGHT

FIGURE  11

T¥plcAL  DlsTRIBUTloN  oF  MolEcuIAR  WHGHTS  IN  A  poLnrm  SArml.E  (4)(19)

The  number  average.  molecular  weight,  Th,  is  defined  as  the  sample

weight  divided  by  the  number  of  moles,  n:

Mn  =  Sample  weight
n

Each  sample  can  be  considel`ed  to  be  composed  of  many  fract,ions  of

different  molecular  weight  Mi,  M2,  M3,  etc.    There  are  cel`tain  numbers

of  moles  of  each  fl`action  nL,  n2,  n3,  etc.    The  Pta  then  becomes:
a

+  n2M2  +

ni  +  n2  +  n3...

69

The  colligative  properties  of polymers  in  solution  are  dependent

onMn     (2)(4)(13).

The  weight  average  molecular  weight,  Mw,  is  an  average  wherein

each  molecule  makes  a  contribution  according  to  its  size.

nLML2  +  n2M22  +  n3fy92. . .

nLM[  +  ngr2  +  r3M3

Th`-!#

The  turbidity is  dependent  on the  size  distribution  of the  molecules

of  Mw     (4)(13).



`,

The  viscosity  average  molecular  weight,  Mv,  is  obtained  from

viscosit,y measurements  with  the  constant  ''a"  described  by  the  Weight

average  measurements.

Mv-

The  constant  ''a"  depends  upon  solvent-polymer  interaction.

The  Qfty  is  between  Mn. and  lq„    When  ''a"  becomes  unity  then  the  Mv

becomes  Pfu  (13).     For  a  monodispersive  polymer

Mn  =  Mv.  =  Mw

since  all  the  polymer  chains  are  the  same  length.    When  the  polymers

are  of different  lengths,  there  is  a  distribution of molecular weight,s.

The  ratio  most  often used  to  describe  this  breadth  of distribution is

the  Mw/Dq`.    This  iatio  is  usually  large  for  most  polymers,  being  in the

range  of  i.5-5     (i)(4)(19)(23).    The  ratio  Mw/mv  can  also  give  information

about  the  distribution    (28).

V.      FRACTIONAL  PRECIPITATION   OF  POLYSTYRENE

Fractiorral  precipitat,ion  from solution  is  one  of  the  more  common

batch  fractionation procedures  available.    It  can be  accomplished  ty

one  of  the  following  thr;ee  met,hods:

i.    non-solvent  addition

2.    evaporation  of  solvent

3.    temperature  decrease

This  study will limit  discussion to  that  involving  t,he  step  by  step

addition of a  non-solvent  to  a  polymer.  solution t,o  precipitate

successively the  higher molecular weight  fract,ions  first  and  the  lower

ones  last    (4)(17).

The   ::yT`t,licLi c   pol.ymers   available   torlay  are   not,   homogenf3o`js   moleculr..:3

of  ident,ical  weight,  but  mixt,ures  of  lnany  different,  molecular  weights

often  over  a  wide  range.    The  polyndisper.sed  polymer  is  in  a  single

liquid  phase  wit,h  a  good  solvent,.    The  solvent,  power  is  decreased

par`t,  the   cril,.Lcal  pot_nt,   to   cause  a   second  phase  t,o  scparat,e.

The  fractionat,ion  of  polymers  depends  on  t,he  principle  t,hat,  t,he

lower  molecular  weight,  ones  t,end  to  be  mol.e  soluble  in  t,he  phase  of

great,er  solvent,  power..    The  phase  of  lower  solvent  power  is  either  a

viscous  liquid  or  a  gel  cont,aiming  t,he  higher.  molecular  weight  fr.act,ions.

The  r.at,io  of  solvent  t,o  non-solvent  as  well  as  the  molecular.  weight

dist,r`ibution  is  quite  different  in  each  phase     (8)(14).

Solvent,  power  can  be  expr.essed  as  polymer.-solvent  interact,ion

constant,  X   .     A  good  solvent  should  have  anx   under  0.5  and  a

non-solvent  a  value  above  0.5.    If xc  (critical  value),  something

over  0.5,  is  reached  by  non-solvent  addition,  then  a  second  phase

forms.    The Xc  is  dependent  on  molecular  size.    The  fact  that  the

system  is  multicomponent  leads  to  incomplete  separ.ation  of  the

molecules     (17).

The  advant,ages  of  t,his  system  of  fract,ionation  are  the  simple

procedure,  and  no  need  for  elaborate  equipment.    The  vessel  has  t,o  be

lar/t,r?  tino`irh  t,o  contain  t,he  pol.,ymer  solut,ion  plus  t,he   final  amo`int  of

ri(jiL-i!(jlvl;HI,.            'I'Iitl       vl!uiil!L      inliill,      .'\l:}u      li`!      t.I.      l,lit!       !ir.t>[it!i.      i..,Iit`i7t>      i.;`>       (,1``'`1,I,1``.

i}ccontl  pha:3e  can  fall  t,o  the  bot,tom  I.or  easy  collect,ion.     A  syr.inge

with  a  long  carmula   can  be  used  to  r`emove  t,he  lower  phase     (17).

The  select,i.on  of  solvent  and  nonsolvent  for.  atactic  polystyrene

precipit,at,ion  has  few  limit,ations.    The  non-solvent  should  be  chosen

so  as  t,o  cause  pr'ecipit,ation  within  a  reasonable  volume.    A  nonsolvent,
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wit,h  a  relat,ive|y  weak  precipit,at,ing  power  will  lead  t,o  large  volumes  of

sol`it,ion.     However,  if  a  non-solvent  of  great  precipitat,ing  power.  is

used,  poor  cont,rol  of  fractionation  can  occur..    Also  t,he  solvent-mom

solvent`mixture  should  not  produce  a  better  solvent  t,ham  the  pure

solvent,.    The  solvent-non-solvent,  pair  should  lead  to  an  easily handled

precipitate.    Reverse-order.  fractionation  occurs  when  inter.mediate

moleculcir  welt:ht  polymers  precipit,ate  in  the  early  fr.act,ions.    The

possibility  of  r`evel`sc  order  fract,ionation  in  some  systems  can  occur

if t,he  precipit,ating  power  of  the  non-solvent  used  is  too  great  or  if

the  initial  polymer.  concentration  is  too  great.    Either  possibility

should  be  avoided  if  possible    (17).

Anot,her  condit,ion which  may be  involved  in  fr.actional  precipit,ation

procedure  is  the  phenomenon  of  "bailing."    This  is  t,he  condition  whereby

every  fraction  contains  a  eel.tain per.centage  of  lower molecular  weight

polymers.    This,  too,  is  enhanced  by  a  great,er  precipitating  power.  of

the  ron-solvent  used    (17).

VI.      METHODS   OF  M0IECuljAR  WEIGHT   DETERMINATI0NS

Molecular  Weif=ht  B.v Viscosit.v.    The  viscosity  aver.age  molecular

weight,,  Mv,  may  be  determined  ty  the  Mark-Houwink  equation  (2)(9)(24):

in-KMaJ
Hm is  the  intrinsic  viscosity,  and  K  and  ''a"  are  empirical  constants

dependent,  on  the  polymer-solvent  system.    The  values  of  the  constants

used  for  polystyrene  in  toluene  at  25°C  are:     (9)(21)

a=O.69                                                                                                          K=1.7xlo-4

The  v.i.!lcogi.I,y  nvorngc  mol.Ocular  woif!ht,,   Mv,   will  bo   .tnt,ormcdiat,o  bet,woon

the  number  average  and  weight  average  molecular  weights     (9)(13)(24).

Actually,  the  lfty  is  a  I.ange  depending  on  the  polymer-solvent  interaction  (23 ).

The  const,ant  ''a"  usually  has  values  between  0®5  and  0.8  in  a  good

solvent,,  although  values  have  been  higher.     A  e  solvent,  is  one  in  which

''a"  exact,1y  eqials  0.5  and  t,he  molecule  is  perfect,ly  flexible.

For  values  higher  than  0.5  and  lower  than  0.8,  t,he  polymer  will

be  a  linear  and  partially  flexible  chain.  . A  value  of  1.0  for  ''a"

indicat,es  a  rather  rigid  I.od.    The  values  used  in  this  study were

obt,aimed  by  light  scattering  of  a  polystyrene  sample  with  a  molecular

weight,  range  similar  to  t,he  molecular  weight  range  of  this  sample

(4)(5)(6)(13)(18)(21).

The  specific  viscosity, 71 sp' is  defined  as:

7\sp=Jt#
where nana `no  al.e  viscosities  of the  solution and  solvent,  respectively.

The  specific  viscosity  can  now  be  det,ermined  from  the  flow  time  of  the

polymer  solution,  t,  and  compar.ing  it  to  that  of  the  Solvent.,  to:

TLsp=EL-i=#-1
Using  the  same    viscometer   and  considering  t.he  densitiesjp  and fJo

of bot,h  solvent  and  dilute  polymer.  solut,ion  to  be  egsentially  equal,

the  specific  viscosit,y  becomes:     (2)(6)(9)(24)

71sp

The  reduced  viscos

-t_i
to

itv,Zk
C

is  calculated  by dividinp,  t,he  specific

viscosit,y  by.the  concentration    (2)(9).

Finally,  the  intrinsic  viscosity  can be  determined  by extrapolating

the  reduced  viscosity  to  an  infinite  dilution    (9)(13)(24).

PIT-1imEL
C+OC
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Concentration  is  measured  in  g/looml  and  the  units  of  intrinsic

viscosity  are  deciliters  per  gr.am    (24).

Molecular  Wei Osmomet,I Osmotic  pressure,qT  ,  develops

across  any membl.ane  in  which  the  solvent  can  pass  but  the  solute  can

not.    The  basic  equation  which  relates  osmotic  pressul.e  to  molecular

weight  is:

EH -RT+Bc
cM

Concentration  c,  is  in  g/i,  and  T  is  temperature  in degrees  Kelvin.

R  is  the  ideal  gas  constant  and  8  is  a  constant  related  to  the  polymer-

solvent  inter.action.    Since  the  molecular.  weight,  in  this  equation  is

solely dependent  upon  the  number  of molecules  and  not  the  size,  M  is

a  number  average.    Plotting j| versus  c  for  a  number  of dilute  solutions
C

and  eJcbrapolating  to  infinite  dilution,  the  second  term becomes  zero

and  gives:

cli=   jF  -(¥)o -#
This  equation  now  can  be  used  to  determine  .Mn.    The  term

is  called  the  reduced  osmot,ic  pressure   (2)(9)(13)(19)(21

There  are  many  types  of  semipermeable  membranes  available.    In  this

study  cellophane  membl.anes  were ,used.    In  practice  most  membranes  are

not  tr.uly  semipermeable,  which  leads  to  a  major  problem -the  diffusion

of  smaller  polymers  across  the  membrane  into  the  solvent.    The  lower.

limit  of  polymer  impermeability varies  with  the  type  of membrane,  but

it  is  generally  considered  to  be  somewhere  around  25,000.    Errors  can

arise  with  samples  of  a  molecular  weight  range  of  40,000-50,000,  if

there  is  an  appreciably wide  t;istl.ibution    (4)(13)(19)(27).

Molecular  Wei ht  Scatterin The  Mw  Can  be  determined

from methods  such  as  light  scattering  which. depends  on  the  size  or

weight,  of  the  molecule.    Light  scattering  can  be  used  t,o  measure

polymer  molecular  weights  fl.om  approxiniately  5,000  and  up    (2)(13).

The  light  scattered  at  90°  to  the  incident  beam  can  be  defined

in  classical terms  as  the  turbidity,Cr ,  and  is  expressed by the

equation: fl

T  = 2at . n3 (n` -no)2  .3^

13

The  index of refraction of the  solution is  n  and  that  of  the

solvent  is  no.    The  wave  length, A ,  is  that  of the  irl.adiating  light

in  a  vacuum  expressed  in  cm.    The  term  ns,  number  of  molecules  per  cm?,

can  be  replaced  With  cN/M where  N  is  Avogadro"s  number,  M  is  the

molecular  Weight,  and  c  is  the  concentration  in  g/cm?.    °r   now  becomes:

T
In the  above  equation  several  terms  can be  combined  into  a  single  one

and  given  the  designation H:

32   IT3    n3
3N^

n. -  no

The  term n-no
)

2    is  the  refractive  index increment  and  is  measured

by  a  dlJ..1.cr.cntial  rot.fact,omc!t,er     (3 )(10)(22).

The  above  equation  reduces  to:

± un
C

for  infirritely dilut,e  solutions.    For  solutions  of higher  concent,rations,
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the  equat,ion  becomes:

Hc    -I    +    2  B  c
Ei         rfu

where  a  is  a  const,ant,  dependent  on  solvent-polymer  inter.act,ion.    It  is

t,he  same  constant,  which  appears  in  the  osmotic  equation.    By plott,ing

Hc  versus  c,  the  weight  average  molecular  weight,  can  be  determined
Ei
from  the  inter.cept     (3)(10)(22).

The  turbidity,°r,  is  measur.ed  from polymer  solutions  by the  ratio

of  scattered  light  at  9CP,  Gs,  to  the  transmitted  light,  at  0°,  Gw,  a9

previously  ment,ioned.    In  practice  a  complex  for.mula  involving  many

correctlonsind:a;:°;:3:;u:edin2(#)][aF(g)]

In  order'  to  measure  the  rat,io  of  light  more  accul.ately,  the  instrument

introduces  neutral  filters,  F,  into  the  primary beam to  bring  it  into

the  range  of  the  scattered  light.    The  constant,,   "a",  is  determined

pet.iodically  and  relat,es  the  working  standard  bo  the  opal  glass

refer.ence  st,andard.    The  term Rw/Rc  is  a  correction  for  the  incomplete

compensation  for.  refract,ive  effects.    The  ''h"  term  is  the  width  of  the

diaphragm  of  the  incoming  light,  and  TD  is  a  correction  fact,or  in  order

for  t,he  I.eference  standal.d  to  be  a  perfect  reflecting  diffusor    (22).

One  major  problem  of  t,he  light  scat,tering  method  is  the  presence

of  large  colloidal  particles  which,  nevertheless,  can  be  removed  by  t,he

use  of a  fine  sintered  glass  filter    (4)(26).

CHAPTER   Ill

ExpERIMENTAL  pRocEDURrs

I.     cHRECArs

The  solvents  used  in  these  experiments  were  purified  by distilla-

t,ion.    The  solvent,  for  the  polystyrene  was  t,oluene,  Mallinckrodt,,

analytical  reagent.    The  nonJ3olvent  used  in  fractioriation  was

anh3rdrous  met,hanoi,  Mallinckrodt,  analytical  reagent.    The  atactic

polyst,yrene  sample  was  obtained  from Monsanto  Chemical  Company.

The  polystyrene  was  weighed  on  a  Voland  loo  analytical  balance

by  using  weights  which  wet.e  previously  calibrated  on  a  Mettler  balance.

The  original  sample  of  polystyrene  was  weighed  on  the  Mettler  balance.

Polystyrene  solutions  for  all molecular  weight  determinat,ions  were

prepared  by  the  dilut,ion  of  a  1%  (w/v)  stock  solution  of  each  fraction

and  of  the  whole  polymer  to  the  desired  concentration.

All  intercepts  wer.e  determined  fl.om the  least  square  lines.    No

attempt  was  made  to  calculate  the  slope  of  the  various  lines  as  all

the  desired  data  could  be  derived  fl.om the  intercepts.

11.      FRACTI0NATION   PROCEDURES

Fractionation wias  accomplished  by  the  step  by  step  addition  of

methanol  to  a  2%  (w/w)  polystyrene  -toluene  solution.    This  concentra-

tion was  chosen  to  give  t,he  maximum  quantity  of  each  fraction  with  the

least,  amount  of  solvent.    Enough  met,hanoi  was  added  to  cause  approximat,ely

lCi¢  of  t,he  polystyrene  to  precipit,ate.    The  solut,ion was  then  placed  in

a  cold  box  at  0°C  for  24  hours.    The  lower  phase  cont,aiming  the
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precipit,atcd  polyst,yrene  fract,ion  was  I.emoved,  dried  for  at  least  one

week  on  a  warm  water  bath  and  weighed.    The  procedure  was  repeat,ed  si]c

more  times.    The  eighth  fraction was  obtained  by  evaporating  the  solvent.

The  schedule  of  the  methanol  addition and  the  fraction weights  are  given

in Table  I.

Ill.     VISCOSITY  PROCEDURES

Viseosity measurements  were  made  on  each  fraction  and  on  the  whole

polymer  with  a  Cannon-Fen8ke  vlBcomoter,  glze  loo.    The  t,emperature  wag

maintained  at  25.0°C  ±  0.1  by  means  of  a  thermor`egulated  water  bath.

Ten milliliters  of  each  solut,ion was  used  for  each  concentration.

The  efflux  times  were  measured  by means  of  a  stopwatch.    Repeated

trials  were  made  until  the  results  of three  procedures  agreed,  within

0.2  see    (24).    To  help  reduce  errors,  two  viscometel.a  were  used  with

each  solution  concentration,  and  a  4X magniftying  glass  aided  in

observing  the  passage  of  the  meniscus.

The  ma]drmiln  concentration  used  was  1%.     As  the  molecular  weight

of  each  fraction decreased,  the  efflux times  of  the  lower  concentration

wet.e  too  small  for  reliabilit,y.    Therefore,  as  the  molecular weight  of

each  fraction decreased  t,he  lowest  concentration  was  incl`eased.    Bet,ween

each  fraction,  the  viscometers  were  cleaned  with  toluene  followed  by

potassium dichromate  cleaning  solution.

IV.      OSMOMRTRY  PROCEDURES

A  Hellfritz  rapid,  double-chambered,  osmometer  manufactured  by

Carl  Schleichier  and  Schuell  Co.  was  used  in  these  experiments.    The

17

osmomet,t3r.  was  asoemblc:tl  according  t,o  eat,ablished  procedures     (7).

'l`hi;  only  change  made  was  t,hat  t,he  assembling  was  carried  out,  under  a

layer  of  t,oluene  t,o  prevent  the  membrane  from  drying    (20).    After

filling,  the  capillary  t,ubes  were  sealed  wit,h  meta  phosphoric  acid

since  it  is  not  soluble  in  t,oluene.    The  entire  apparatus  was  placed

jn  a   c`lvett,e   conl,{`i.nirif|  t,olu(jrie.     The   cuve`t,t,e  was   t,hen  placccl   -in  a

const,ant  t,emper.at,ure  bath  at  25.0°C  ±  0.i.    The  time  needed  for  equili-,`

briurl  to  occur  was  between  3  and  24  hours.    Periodic  readings  were

made  until  t,he  same  reading  was  obt,aimed  over  a  30-minute  period.

Height  differences  in  cent,imet,ers  were  recorded.

The  cellophane  membrane  (filt,er  type  07,  t,hickness  80-90A  ,

and  diameter  65  mln)  used  had  an  osmotic  per.meability  which  allowed

molecular  weight,  determinations  down  t,o  25,000.

The  membranes  were  conditioned"by. daily  washes  with  distilled  water

for  a  per.iod  of  one  Week,  then  soaked  for  24  hours  in  each  of  these  solu-

tions:  307o  acetone-70%'  water,   50%  a.cetone-50%  Mat,er,   70%  acetone-30%

water,  and  100%  acetone.    The  membranes  were  then  placed  in  acetone  for

three  days  with  daily  acetone  changes.    Conditioning  to  toluene  was  next

accomplished  by  soaking  in  i(y¢  t,oluene-70%  acet,one,   507o  t,oluene-

5C7o  acet,one,  70%  toluene-30%  aceton.e  and  finally  loc%  t,oluene.

Finally,  the  membranes  were  soaked  in  toluene  for  t,wo  more  days  wit,h

daily  toluene  changes.     Any  improperly  prepared  membranes  were  det,ect,ed

by  t,he  appearance  of  white  spots     (16)(20)a
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V.        L[r:llT    ,r}CATTER[NG   PItocF,I)imE,`3

Thi`  light,  scat,t,cring  was  per.formed  wit,h  a  Brice-Phoenix  lJnivcr.gal

2000  Light  Scat,t,ering  Phot,ometer  equipped  with  a  Honeywell  recorder..

The  light  of  wavelength  546  rm was  obtained  from  a  mercury  lamp.

The  procedui-e  and  equat,ion  for  determining  Mw  wer.e  those  given  in

t,he  light,  scatt,ering  operating  manual    (22).    The  scat,tering  ratio,

Gs/Gw,  Was  measured  five  times  for  each  sample  concent,ration  and  t,hen

averaged,  and  the  t,urbidity was  calculated.    The  t,ur.bidit,y  of  t,he  solvent,

toluene,  was  then  det,ermined  and  subt,I.acted  to  give  actual  turbidity,
Cr  ,  of  the  polyst,yrene  solution    (22).    No  dissymmetry  correct,ions

were  made  as  the  molecular  weights  were  not  ext,remely  large  and  did

not  just,ify  these  corrections    (1)(26).

The  col.I.ections  for  incomplete  compensation  for  refr.act,ion

effects  (Rw/Rc)  were  obtained  from  the  Brice-Phoenix  light,  scatter.ing

manual.    The  constant,  "a",  which  relates  the  working  st,andal.d  to  t,he

opal  glass  reference  st,andal.d,  was  determined  by  the  pl.ocedul.es  in  the

operation  manual     (22).    No  additional  corrections  were  necessary.

The  solut,ions  of  polyst,yrene  used  for  the  light,  scat,ter.ing  measure-

ments  were  prepared  separately  and  filter.ed  under  pressure  through  a

fine  sint,ered  glass  filtero    The  toluene  was  also  filtered  in  t,he  same

fj,-t,er      (,),)).

(
n-no

=)
'l'hL`   rtifract,ivo   index   .Lncr.ement,, was  det,ermineil  by  using

a  Br.ice-Phoenix  differ.ent,ial  I.efractoineter -and  by  using  the  procedures

o`ltlined  in  t,ho  Brice-Phoenix  I)ifferential  Refr.act,ometer  manual.

A  Kcl  solution  was  used  to  deter.mine  the  constant,  k,  as  specified  by

the  abo`re  operation  nranual.

CHAPTER   IV

RESIJLTS   ANl)   I)I`SCUSSI0N

I.      FRACTIONATI0N

The  att,empt  t,o  arrive  at  exactly  log  fr.actional  weights  was  not

achieved  because  of the  unpredictability of the  fractionating

syst,em  (Table  I).      This  unpredictability was  probably  due  to  small

val.iations  in  the  cooler  box  temperatures.    The  weights,  the

percent,ages  of  each  fract,ion  and  the  cumulative  percentages  are  given

in  Table  I.

The  combined  weight  t-3f  the  fractions  was  5%  greater  t,ham  the

original  polystyrene  weight.    This  was  due  to  solvent  which  was  not

evaporated  during  the  drying  of  each  fraction.    Even  extended  dl.ying

time  over  a  warm water  bath  and`  air  drying .failed  to  reduce  the  weight

(17).    In  an  effort  to  obtain  adequate  amounts  of  each  fraction,  the

toluene-polystyrene  solution was  probably too  concentr'ated,  which  resulted

in a  partial  reverse  order  fract,ionabion  of  the  first  fraction    (17).

11.      VISCOSITY

The  viscosity  average  molecular.  weights,  Table  IV,  are  in  proper

order.  and  agree  reasonably well  with  the  other  molecular  weight  aver.ages.

There  is  some  difficulty  in  timing  the  lower  molecular.  weight  fractions,

Table  11   ,  and  lower  concentl.ations  of  ot,her  fractions.    This  is  due  to

small  differences  in  efflux  times  between  solvent  and  solution.    This

small  el.ror  in  timing  leads  to  a  corresponding  larger.  error  in 7,8P/C,

Table  ]H®    This  did  not,  however.,  appear  to  be  a  major  problem  in

obtaining  the  final  result,s®
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TABIE  IV

INTRINSIC  VISCOSITY :rl: AND  VISCOSITY
AVERAGE  M0IECULAR  WEIGHT ,   Mv

FRACTION
NUREER [71]                           Mv

0.776
i.35
i.16
i.01
0.835
0.622
0.408
0.266
0.124

228'000
554,000
43 5 , 000
348'000
256'000
159'000
80'000
40'000
11,000
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FIGURE  Ill

INTEGRAL  DISTRIBUTION  0F  Mv  FOR  THE  POLYSTYRENE  SAMPLE
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The  molecular  weight  of  each  fract,ion,  Table IV,  is  successively

less  t,ham  the  previous  value.    This  seems  to  indicate  that,  no  appreciable

molecular  weight  inversion  occurred  during  fractionabion.    The  integral

distl.ibution  for  Ffty  is  given  in  Figure  Ill.    However,  when  comparing

Mw  to  Mv,  the  ratio,  i.37,  of  fraction  i  appear.s  larger  than  the  ratio

for  the  whole  polymer  or  its  neighboring  fractions.    This  points  to

the  possibilit,y that  some  increased  amount  of  low  molecular  weight

p.olymer  is,  indeed,  precipitated  in the  first  fraction  step   leading

to  a  lal`ge  spread  of  average  molecular  weights.

Ill.      OSMOMETRY

The  lth of the  first  six  fractions  and  the  whole  polymer  were  in

reasonable  agreement  (see  Table  VIII  and  Figure  IV).    In  the  lower

molecular  weight  fractions,  there  was  probably diffusion  of t,he  smaller

polymers  across  the  membrane  leading  to  higher  molecular  weights  than

should  have  been obtained.    This  is  especially true  in  fraction 6

where  the  DqL  exceeded  the  Mv.    Diffusion  is  also  apparent  in  the  lfuAth

and  MVAth  ratios  as  they  are  decreasing with  an  increase  of  fraction

number.    FI.act,ions  7  and  8 were  not  test,ed  because  of  a  shortage  of

suitable  membranes.    This  diffusion  of  a  small  polymer  has  been

observed  in  many  other.  cases     (4)(11.)(12)(25).     The  cellophane

mombranos  were  recoirmonded  only  down  to  a  molecular  w'oigh.L  of  25,COO

(7).    This  diffusion may be  decreased  by reducing  the  tine  for  equilibrium

to  occur    (4)(7)(25).    To  help  deer.ease  time  for  equilibrium to  be

reached,  a  long .needle  was  inserted  into  a  capillary tube  and  the  liquid
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height,  adjust,ed     (7)(25).    This  procedure  did  not  prove  successful;

it  caused  a  hole  in  the  membrane  probably  by  ballooning  the  membrane

against  a  sharp  edge  of  the  osmomet,er.

Tables  V  and  VI  give  the  osmotic  pl.essures  in  centimeters  and

in  atmospheres.    Table  VII  lists  the  osmotic  pressure  per  concentration

for  each  fraction.

The  high  Mw/lth  and  Mv/Mn,  as  given  in  Table  X,  in  fraction  I  is

due  t,o  partial  reverse  order  fractionation.    The  Mn  is  dependent  upon

the  number  of  particles  whel.eas  lfty  and  lfu  are  more  dependent  on  the

size.    This  in  t,urn would  lead  to  the  spread.    The  reverse  order

fract,ionat,ion  also  would  cause  the  lowel`  lh  in  fraction  i  compared

to  the  rest  of the  fract,ions.

The  metaphosphoric    acid  used  as  a  capillar.y  tube  sealant  had  a

detrimental  effect  on  the  membranes  which  limited  the  effective  life

to  no  more  t,ham  three  tl.ials.    There  seemed  t,o  be  one  concentrat,ion

in  each  fraction which  gave  values  out  of  line  with  others  or  where

the  osmometer  repeatedly  leaked.    Repeated  trials  were  attempted.

After  a  period  of  time,  a  switch  to  a  solution  of  a  different  concen-

tl`ation  was  necessary  in  view  of  t,he  limited  supply  of membranes.    These

are  indicat,ed  by  a  double  line  in  Tables  V-VIII.    I.eakage  from the

osmometer  was  detected  by  a  deviation  in  tot,al  height  of  liquid  in  both

capillary tubes.

VI.      HGHT  SCATTERING

The  values  obtained  forcT-were  in  agreement  for  all

solutions  (see  Table  IX).    The  refractive  index  increments  (Table  X)
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TABIE  VIII

REDUCED  OSMOTIC   PRESSURE,
NUMBER  AVERAGE  MOIECUIAR  lviHG.RT,   Mn

I.              :-.,I

FRACTION  NUMBrm                         ( ¥/o                               Mn

2.51+
1.29
i.34
i.70
i.98
2.10

96'000
189,000
182'000
LLrd.OOO
If3 , 000
u6,OOO
89,000

aFractions  7  and  8.were  nob  tested

-
(F8)

(F7)
i   F6

F5

lF4

F3

lF2

F|

Mn  x ilo-5                                        2

FIGURE  IV

INTEGRAL  blsTRIBUTI0N  0F  Mn  FOR  POLYSTYRENE
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seemed  t,o  increase  as  the  solut,ions  became  more  dilute.    They  were  in

a|jrccmcnl,   wi.t,ti   piihlishc(I   valuL.=1      (5).      .1n  only   t,hr.ec   so.I.ut,iom}  wfjre

roa8onable  r`efract,ive  index  incr.cments  not  obtained.    They  were  the

1%  for  fraction  8  and  t,he  0.4%  for.  fractions  7  and  8.    Since  t,hese

latt,er  two  were  the  only  fractions  with  the  0.4%  concentration  they

were  omitt,ed.    Values  for  the  square  of the  refractive  index  increment

are  given  in  Table  XI.

The  values  for  Hc  are  listed  in  Table  XII  for.  each  fr.action.ii
The  limit,ing  !±± and  lfu  are  given  in  Table  XIII.     Figul.e  V  shows  the

Ei
integral  distr.ibution  for.  Mw.

The  lfu  values  obtained  from the  light,  scattering  data  indicate

that  no  I`everse  order  fract,ionation  occur.red.

V.      RATIOS   0F  TRE  VARIOUS  MORECUI.AR  WEIGHTS

Comparison  of  the  Mv,  Mh,  and  lfu  of  each  fraction,  Table  XIV,  shows

certain relationships  not  seen in the  evaluation of  a  single  set  of

results.    The  ratio  of Mw/Ill  is  in  t,he  range  of 2,2  for  the  whole

polymer  and  fl.actions  2-4.    The  extremely high  value  3.24  for  the  first

fraction  shows  a  very  br.oad  dist,ribution  of molecular  weights.    The

relative  low  lh  of  189,000  for  t,his  fl.action  indicates  the  presence

of  an  excess  amount  of  intermediate  molecular  weight  components-more

than  t,he  t,ailing  effect  can explain.    The  fractionat,ion  solution was  a

fair.ly  concentrated  solution which  probably  caused  this  partial  revel.se

order  fractionation.

It  should  be  emphasized  that  complete  reverse  ol.der  precipitation

did  not  occur,  but  only  some  of  the  intermediate  molecular  weight

components  pl.ecipitated  in the  first  fraction.
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TABIE HII

o(106)   AND  REIGHT  AVERAGEEE=E
MOIEcuLAR  maGHT ,  Mw

rmTING

oMwFRACTION  Nunrm

219,000
613,OcO
408,000
329,000
265,000
181,COO
15!:888

22.,Mcro

CV  cO  1^

S±±  I   I

i®.tSS3  I
? i d: r= r=

a.a:5   tee
£ r±   I  lA IA

a. * 8  I a =
C\!....
I+  O\\O       L^ |f\

=. S. ¥ , 3. §rl co\O     ++

Lf s\&  I 8*
cO  LJ\       + Cr\

;9E I £3

8PR%@&
®®,,®,rl a a a a a
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FIGURE  V

INTEGRAL  DlsTRIBdrlon  OF  Mw  FOR  pOLysTyRENE
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Although  the  small M"/Mn,  i.29,  of the  sixth  fraction  indicates  a

narrow  distribution,  the  large  MWAfty,  i.46,  demo^1strates  that  the

dist,ribution is,  in  fact,  large.    The  snlall M"/Mn may be  due  to

diffusion  of  small  polymer  across  the  membrane.

cHAprER  v

CONCLUSION

The  whole  polymer  has  a  Mw  of  219,000,  while  t,he  Mn  is  96,000.

The  fractions  have  lfu  values  which  range  from  613,000  to  22,700,  Mv

values  which  range  fl.om 447,000  t,o  1/+,loo,  and  fractions  i-6  have

Mn  values  which  range  fr.om  189,000  to  89,000  (Table  XIV).     The  whole

polymer  and  the  fractions  ar.e  polyndispersed.    Definite  fractionation

of  polystyrene  occur.red  from  the  2%  solution  and  ther.e  was  some

reverse  order  fractionation  in  t,he  fi:rat,  fract,ion.    Finally,  t,here

was  diffusion  of  low  molecular  weight  molecules  across  the  osmotic

membrane .
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